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Surgical Revascularization of Symptomatic
Kinking of the Internal Carotid Artery
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Abstract
Objective: To evaluate the safety and outcomes of surgical revascularization for patients with symptomatic kinking of the
internal carotid artery (ICA). Methods: Twenty-five consecutive patients presented with symptomatic kinking of the ICA
and a history of transient ischemic attack (TIA) or stroke were prospectively enrolled in this study. All patients were
treated with ICA transection and end-to-side reimplantation at the level of the carotid bulb. Patients were followed up for
a median of 32 months. Results: There were no deaths or strokes within the 30 days of the treatment. No postprocedural
thrombosis or narrowing of the ipsilateral ICA was observed. One (4%) patient had temporary recurrent nerve palsy, which
was completely recovered at 4-week follow-up. One (4%) patient had a myocardial ischemic event. At the end of the 32-month
follow-up, 1 (4%) patient developed ipsilateral minor stroke. No recurrent stenosis was detected by Doppler ultrasound.
Conclusion: Surgical treatment for isolated, symptomatic kinking of the ICA and a history of TIA or stroke is safe, and the
outcomes are acceptable.
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Introduction

Kinking of the internal carotid artery (ICA) is defined as an

angulation of the cervical segments of the carotid artery due

to elongation, which may cause disturbances in the blood

flow to the brain.1 Kinking is detected in approximately 5%
of cervical artery images obtained for the evaluation of

cerebrovascular symptoms in patients with suspected ICA

stenosis.2 Unlike tortuosity, kinking often causes neurolo-

gic symptoms, such as paresthesia or weakness in the arms

or speech disturbances, in 4% to 20% of patients, even

without any associated atherosclerotic plaque of the carotid

bifurcation.3,4 Although some studies have shown that sur-

gical correction of ICA kinking can relieve symptoms and

prevent stroke in symptomatic patients, the ideal surgical

approaches to the ICA kinking are still controversial.1-3

Some investigators recommended resection with end-to-

end reanastomosis of the ICA, whereas others applied short-

ening and reimplantation of the ICA end-to-side or bypass

grafting.1-3 Furthermore, the perioperative outcomes of sur-

gical interventions remain unclear, and long-term follow-up

results are lacking.1-3

In this study, we performed surgical revascularization in 25

patients with symptomatic kinking of the ICA and summarized

the long-term outcomes following the procedures.

Patients and Methods

Patients

The study was approved by the local ethics committee, and

informed consents were obtained from all patients. From April

13, 2009, to July 26, 2013, 41 consecutive patients with symp-

tomatic kinking of the ICA were screened and 25 were enrolled

in this study at the Neurovascular Department of Liaocheng

People’s Hospital. The exclusion of the 16 patients was due to

the inability to give a written consent (n ¼ 3) or failed to meet
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the inclusion criteria (n ¼ 13), as listed in the next section.

Nonhemispheric symptoms (dizziness, blurred vision, lateral

homonymous hemianopsia, or sudden onset of weakness in one

side of the body or drop attack) were defined after ruling out

any possible labyrinthine disorders, orthostatic hypotension,

and even cervical spondylosis.

All patients were treated with aspirin and atorvastatin for

3 months before being considered for operative revasculariza-

tion. Only patients with recurrent transient ischemic attack

(TIA) or stroke were considered for operative correction. Pre-

operatively, all patients had a duplex ultrasonography of the

carotid arteries, a magnetic resonance imaging scan of the

brain, and a computer tomography angiography (CTA). A

12-lead electrocardiography (ECG) and a transthoracic echo-

cardiography were also performed to exclude cardiac source of

the TIA.

Duplex ultrasonography was performed using the standard

technique with location of the site of kinking, measurement of

flow velocity, and estimation of the degree of stenosis. Patients

were initially examined in a neutral position. Head and neck

postures identified by the patients as the origin of their symp-

toms were also reproduced, where duplex ultrasound was also

performed to measure the kinking and flow velocity. Transcra-

nial Doppler was performed in all patients to confirm that

emboli were arising from the extracranial vessels.

Inclusive and Exclusive Criteria

In this study, kinking of the ICA was defined as an excess

length of the ICA, causing an angulation of 60� or more, and

a hemodynamically significant stenosis of the artery on duplex

ultrasound and CTA.4 On duplex ultrasound, kinking caused

stenosis of more than 70%, with a peak systolic velocity of

more than 230 cm/s, end-diastolic velocity greater than

100 cm/s, and ICA/common carotid artery (CCA) velocity ratio

greater than 2.4

Patients were all interviewed and evaluated by 2 experi-

enced neurologists to confirm that there was a potential rela-

tionship between their symptoms and kinking, ruling out

labyrinthine disorders, orthostatic hypotension, and even cer-

vical spondylosis. Patients with luminal thrombus, proximal or

distal atherosclerotic lesion, or irregularity were excluded.

Patients were also excluded if they had previously undergone

ICA surgery or endovascular treatment.

Surgical Approach

All the operations were performed under general anesthesia

with endotracheal intubation and continuous intraoperative

transcranial Doppler monitoring. The shunting criteria con-

sisted of middle cerebral artery velocity <30 cm/s. No case

required an intravascular shunt. Systemic heparin (0.5 mg/kg)

was provided before clamping the CCA, ICA, and external

carotid artery (ECA), and the initial heparin dose was not

reversed at the end of the operation.

The aim of the surgery was to straighten the kinking of

affected ICA and to remove the atherosclerotic plaque when

it was necessary. Eversion endarterectomy approach was used.

The revascularization of redundant ICA included the following

steps: (1) transection of the ICA at the bulb, with an incision

almost longitudinal to the CCA; (2) straightening of the kink-

ing after gently releasing all the adhesions; (3) removal of the

atherosclerotic plaque when present; (4) oblique transection at

the base of the ICA; (5) proximal prolongation of the arteriot-

omy on the CCA; (6) prolongation of the arteriotomy distally

on the ICA; and (7) reimplantation of the ICA end-to-side more

proximally on the CCA (Figures 1 and 2).

In 21 (84%) cases, the standard correction of redundant ICA

was performed and 4 patients had an eversion carotid endarter-

ectomy before the correction of ICA. The mean time of carotid

occlusion was 28.7 minutes (range: 20-42 minutes).

Postoperative Follow-Up

On awakening, the neurologic status of the patients was

assessed; thereafter, they were monitored for 24 hours in the

Figure 1. Computer tomography angiography (CTA) of the left
carotid artery revealed kinking of the left internal carotid artery
before operation, the angulation was greater than 60� (A, preo-
perative CTA), and the kinking disappeared after revascularization
(B, postoperative CTA).

Figure 2. Pictures of the carotid artery revealed kinking of the
internal carotid artery before revascularization, the angulation was
greater than 60� (A, before revascularization), and the kinking disap-
peared after revascularization (B, after revascularization).
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neurosurgical intensive care unit and finally returned to the

ward. The activated coagulation time was monitored, and

heparin sodium was administered by intermittent subcuta-

neous injection for 3 days. Intravenous administration of

nitroglycerin was performed in patients with hypertension

as necessary to control the blood pressure. Antiplatelet was

not discontinued perioperatively, and atorvastatin was pre-

scribed for all the patients.

Before being discharged from the hospital, patients had an

assessment of the revascularization by CTA (18 patients

[72%]) and/or duplex ultrasound scanning (12 patients

[48%]). During follow-up, the clinical status of the patients and

patency of arterial reconstruction were assessed at 4 weeks, 6

months after the operation, and at 12-month intervals, there-

after by clinical examination and duplex ultrasound scanning.

Restenosis was defined as the occurrence of hemodynamically

significant stenosis (>50%) demonstrated by duplex

ultrasound.

Results

General Data

There were 12 men and 13 women, with a mean age of

61.5 years (range: 44-78 years). Six (24%) patients had

diabetes mellitus, 5 (20%) were smokers, 12 (48%) were

receiving medical treatment for hypertension, and 13

(52%) had hyperlipidemia. Twenty-one (84%) patients had

hemispheric symptoms, consisting TIAs in 18 (86%) and

stroke in 3 (14%). Four (16%) patients were initially seen

with nonhemispheric TIAs. Of the 25 patients, 11 (44.0%)

experienced nonhemispheric symptoms such as dizziness,

blurred vision, or drop attack. Five (23.8%) patients had

position-dependent carotid artery kinking before the opera-

tion. None of the patients had an aneurysmal or a dilated

ICA. In all patients, resection of ICA was required, and

surgical success was achieved in all cases.

Short-Term Outcome

There was no perioperative stroke or death. Median length of

stay in hospital until discharge was 7.8 days (range: 5-15 days).

No symptomatic or asymptomatic thrombosis of the ipsilateral

ICA was noted. No hyperperfusion syndrome was observed in

any patient. One (4%) patient had temporary recurrent nerve

palsy, which was transient and had completely recovered at

4-week follow-up. Two cases showed signs of wound infection,

which was alleviated after oral antibiotics. Other perioperative

complication included 1 (4%) angina chest pain, which was

successfully managed with medical treatment.

Long-Term Outcome

Long-term follow-up was available for all the 25 patients. Med-

ian follow-up was 32 months (range: 15-66 months). No patient

developed new TIA; 1 (4%) patient had a minor ipsilateral

neurological event during follow-up, 14 months after revascu-

larization, but no restenosis was detected. Echocardiogram and

ECG showed no cardiac abnormalities, and the patient was

compliant with antiplatelet therapy. The overall rate of freedom

from neurologic symptoms was 96%. The 11 patients who had

preoperative nonhemispheric symptoms such as dizziness or

blurred vision remained symptom-free during follow-up. No ste-

nosis of the anastomotic stoma was observed, but 2 cases of ICA

atherosclerotic plaque were detected by Duplex ultrasound scan-

ning in the ICA residual. Subsequent studies did not demonstrate

progression of these atherosclerotic plaques in the 2 patients.

Discussion

Terms such as kinking or coiling have been proposed to

describe the nonstraightened course of the ICA due to elonga-

tion. Based on angiographic findings, kinking is defined as an

angulation of 1 or more segments of the ICA, being associated

with a functional stenosis in the affected segment.5 Although

there are numerous studies in the literature on carotid elonga-

tion with coiling or kinking, many doubts remain as to its

etiology, clinical role, and best management.2,3,6,7

It was postulated that the etiology of carotid kinking seems

to be related to a congenital basis, which may become exag-

gerated with aging of the artery and degeneration of the

organ.8-10 In the present study, kinking was observed to be

more prevalent in elderly patients, and these data are consistent

with several previous reports.5,6,10,11 The degenerative process

includes the decreased height of intervertebral disks, the

greater elongation of the muscular layer of ICA compared with

the adventitia, which determines the bending of the artery.12,13

Chronic arterial hypertension, causing a progressive moving

upward of the aortic arch, may favor the process of kinking.4,12

The ICA anomalies have been reported to occur more com-

monly in females.13 However, in our study, there was no sta-

tistically significant difference between genders (12 males and

13 females). This is likely explained by the limited number of

the patients enrolled.

Kinking can induce neurological symptoms in 2 general

ways. First, a thromboembolic mechanism, due to local flow

alterations at the site of arterial bending; second, a hemody-

namic mechanism that seems to play an important part in both

neutral and dynamic conditions.6 An experimental study

demonstrated that blood flow may be reduced by >40% with

an ICA angle of 60� and by >60% with an angle of 30�,1 that is,

the smaller the angle the greater the blood flow reduction. In

the present study, of all the patients, the ICA angulations were

60� or less. At duplex ultrasound, a peak systolic velocity of

more than 230 cm/s and end-diastolic velocity greater than

100 cm/s were detected, and ICA/CCA velocity ratio was

greater than 2, which correlates with a greater than 70% stenosis.

The reduction in blood flow within the kinked ICA may be

exacerbated or even completely blocked with neck extension,

bending, or turning of the head, and patients may present with

strokes, hemispheric TIAs, or amaurosis fugax.9,14 The isolated
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kinked ICA can be clinically significant and cause cerebral

infarction, even in the absence of atherosclerosis.1,5 Our 25

patients all had symptoms of cerebrovascular insufficiency,

whereas no ICA stenosis at the carotid bifurcation was detected

before surgery. These findings are consistent with several pre-

vious reports including a series of patients presenting with

isolated kinking without stenosis of the bifurcation.5,12,15 Stud-

ies report excellent results through anatomic reconstruction

with low morbidity and mortality rates. In a prospective, ran-

domized clinical study, Ballotta et al1 reported the outcomes of

a group of 182 patients with isolated symptomatic ICA kinking,

92 of whom were assigned to surgery and 90 to medical thera-

pies with antiplatelet drugs alone. In the surgical group, there

were no perioperative strokes or deaths.1 The incidence of late

hemispheric and retinal TIAs in the surgical group was signif-

icantly lower than in the medical group.1 In our study, we did

not observe any perioperative stroke or mortality, and after a

follow-up of more than 30 months, 1 (4%) patient was found to

have an ipsilateral neurological event.

Different techniques have been reported for the treatment of

kinking of the ICA, essentially including resection with end-to-

end reanastomosis of the ICA, shortening and reimplantation of

the ICA end-to-side on the CCA, resection and anastomosis

with shortening of the CCA, and bypass grafting.1,6,15 Resec-

tioning and shortening of the CCA was indicated when both

ICA and ECA were kinked, which was never encountered in

this study. When the kinking is complex, not allowing short-

ening by reimplantation, transposition on the ECA or bypass

grafting is an alternative option.6

Dividing the ICA at its origin and shortening by prox-

imal reimplantation on the CCA was the standard tech-

nique used in most of the patients in our series. If

kinking of the ICA is complex, which may be anticipated

at preoperative CTA, either transposition or bypass is the

possible alternative.

The treatment of ICA kinking usually requires more exten-

sive dissection. The ICA must be dissected free from the peri-

vascular surrounding tissues to obtain adequate mobilization of

the entire affected artery. This extensive surgical dissection

might increase the rate of peripheral neurological impairment

and wound swelling.4,5,15 In this study, 1 (4%) patient had

temporary recurrent nerve palsy, which was transient and had

completely recovered at 4-week follow-up. And 2 cases

showed signs of wound swelling, which was resolved after

intravenous antibiotic treatments.

No carotid restenosis was detected during the follow-up

period. This may be related to the reimplantation technique of the

ICA onto the CCA and prolongation of the arteriotomy on ICA

and CCA, which simplifies the arteriotomy closure and prevents

potential restenoses. Our results are consistent with the reports on

eversion carotid endarterectomies performed in patients with

severe carotid stenosis.16 One (4%) patient developed ipsilateral

minor stroke without signs of restenosis. The preoperative and

postoperative cardiac work-up did not show any cardiac abnor-

malities, and the patient was compliant with antiplatelet therapy.

Therefore, the cause of the minor stroke in this patient is unclear.

It is worth noting that endovascular stent placement has

become a major therapeutic option for symptomatic carotid

stenosis due to atherosclerosis. Although the role of carotid

stenting in the management of severe vessel elongation and

kinking is unclear, it may be feasible in selected cases where

surgical endarterectomy is not favorable because of the distal

location of the stenosis.17 Advances in stent technology with

flexible materials are likely to make stenting a more attractive

option in patients with symptomatic carotid kinking.

A main limitation of the study is that this is a case series

report that is associated with all the inherent shortcomings of

case reports. Although 96% of the patients remained symptom-

free during the follow-up, this may be attributable to other

factors, such as medication therapy or nonpharmacological

measures. A randomized controlled trial would provide further

evidence on the effectiveness of this surgical intervention for

carotid artery kinking.

Conclusion

Form this small series of patients, we found that surgery for

isolated, symptomatic kinking of the ICA and a history of

stroke or TIA is safe, and the outcomes are acceptable. Surgical

correction may be considered for patients with symptomatic

carotid kinking.
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